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Let IB be a complete Boolean algebra. Scott and Solovay constructed a B-valued model of set 
theory V@); in this paper a category-theoretic translation of V@) is given, in the form of a lT3- 
valued model of category theory. The usual category-theoretic translation of V@), namely the 
category of sheaves Shv(lB), appears as an image of the [B-valued model. The [B-valued model lives 
in a,category MOD(B), which is intended to be the category of all IB-valued models. 
The last part of the paper investigates Easton’s construction, which is the construction of V@) 
for a ‘large’ IB. The construction (in MOD(B)) of the [B-valued model of category theory can still 
be carried out in this case, though the construction of Shv(B) fails. 
1. Introduction 
Let [B be a complete Boolean algebra. The Boolean-valued model Yes) of set 
theory put forward by Scott and Solovay (see Scott [9] or Bell [l]) has been well 
studied, and a translation into category theory has been provided by Lawvere and 
Tierney [12]: the translation is the category of sheaves Shv(B) (with the canonical 
topology on B). Shv(B) is indeed B-valued, in the sense that the subobjects of 1 in 
Shv(5) form a complete Boolean algebra isomorphic to IB. However there is a cer- 
tain lack of symmetry: Y@) is a U3-valued model of set theory, but Shv(lE3) is an 
ordinary category, that is, a 2-valued model of category theory, not a B-valued 
model. This suggests the construction of a [B-valued model of category theory, and 
was one of the motivations for the present paper. 
The other motivation was a consideration of Easton’s construction in forcing, 
which can be described as the construction of Yes) where 5 is ‘large’. The resulting 
models have essentially the same properties as those obtained using a small [B. 
However clearly the Shv(B) construction is not applicable for large IB, as one would 
end up with a proper class of subobjects of 1. 
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The arrangements of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 a category MOD@3), 
intended to serve as the category of all B-valued models, is considered. MOD(B) is 
a quasitopos, not a topos, but is possible to interpret first-order logic in MOD(@) 
and this interpretation is the same as the usual logic for B-valued models. In Section 
3 V (8) is considered from the point of view of MOD(B). V {~) is a model-of-set. 
theory object in MOD(B); a standard procedure transforms it into a category object 
~ in MOD(B), that is, a B-valued model of category theory. (In order for ~' to be 
an object in MOD(B) the V used in the construction of V (~) has to be considered 
a Grothendieck universe, so a (small) set.) The ordinary category Shv(B) appears 
as horn(l, d'). 
The remaining sections are devoted to Easton's construction. In this construction 
B is 'large' (not an element of V), but is built up out of smaller complete Boolean 
algebras 03 a for a e On, where On is the set of ordinals in V. Section 4 is set- 
theoretic and is concerned with properties of the B a and the corresponding V(B,). 
In Section 5 an auxiliary quasitopos i  constructed, which is a subquasitopos f the 
functor category [On, MOD(B)]. The interpretation of logic in quasitopoi is applied 
to this auxiliary quasitopos, and in Section 6 the results from this interpretation are 
combined with theorems from Section 4 to construct a [B-valued model of category 
theory which is the translation of Easton's construction. Under application of 
hom(1, - )  this B-valued model yields an ordinary category which is an elementary 
topos but not a Grothendieck topos. 
Notations. These are mostly standard. A single-tailed arrow A >-,X represents a 
monomorphism; a double-tailed arrow A ~--,X represents a strong monomor- 
phism. (In every category considered in this paper, the strong monomorphisms are 
¢ 
the same as the equalizers.) 
2. A category for Boolean-valued models 
Let SET be the category of sets, and B a complete Boolean algebra in SET, with 
least element 0 and greatest element 1. In this section we discuss some properties 
of a category MOD(B), which is intended to be the category of all B-valued models. 
MOD(B) is considered in detail in [8] (where, however B is replaced by a complete 
Heyting algebra) . We begin by recapitulating some definitions and results from [8]. 
Definition 2.1. A B-model is a set X together with a map J :  X x X--, B satisfying 
(i) J(x, y) = ~( y, x), 
(ii) tJ(x, y) A J( y, z) <_ J(x, z). 
The map t~ will be called a B-valued equality on the domain X. We write e(x) as an 
abbreviation for J(x, x). [] 
We will often simply write X when referring to the B-model <X, J>. 
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Definition 2.2. Let (X,$ x) and ( Y, Sy) be [B-models. A function f :  X~ Y is call- 
ed admissible if $x(X, x')<$r(f(x),f(x')) for all x, x 'eX .  Define an equivalence 
relation on admissible functions thus: for f ,g :X~Y,  f is equivalent o g if 
tx(X)<_Sr(f(x),g(x)) for all xeX.  Let MOD([B) be the category with objects all 
z-models with non-empty domains, and arrows as follows: an arrow from (X, 5x) 
to (Y, 5r) is defined to be an equivalence class of admissible functions from X 
to Y. [] 
The following result is proved in [8]. 
Proposition 2.3. MOD([B) is equivalent to the full subcategory of the function 
category [[B °p, SET] consisting of those presheaves F such that F is separated with 
respect to the canonical topology on [B and such that F(0) is a one-element set. [] 
Once we have Proposition 2.3, much of what we need to know about MOD([B) 
can be deduced from the following result. 
Proposition 2.4. Let g be an elementary topos. Let j:t2--*fJ and k:g2--*g2 be 
Lawvere-Tierney topologies on ~", classifying subobjects J and K of g2 respectively, 
and suppose that J<_K as subobjects oft2. Let ~ be the full subcategory of  ~' con- 
sisting of those objects of  to ~ which are both sheaves for j and separated objects for 
k. Then ~ is a quasitopos, and its topos of coarse objects of  ~ is Shvk(~'). 
Proof. Let Qj ~ Q be the equalizer of j and ida, so g2j is the subobject classifer 
of Shvj(d'). Since J<_K, jk=k,  and it follows that k restricts to g2j, i.e., there is a 
(unique) map k*:Qj--*Qj such that ke=ek*. It may be checked that k* is a 
topology on Shvj(d °) and that ~ = Sepk.(Shvj(g')), the objects of Shvj(d ~) which are 
separated objects with respect o k*. According to [6, Theorem 10.1], ~ is a 
quasitopos. According to [8, Corollary 2.9], the topos of coarse objects of ~ is 
Shvk.(Shvj(g')); however this is easily seen to equal Shvk(d~). [] 
To apply this result to MOD(B), take d° to be [[Bop, SET], k to be the (Lawvere- 
Tierney topology corresponding tothe) canonical topology on [B, and j the topology 
on B such that the empty cover covers 0, and there are no other non-trivial covers 
in j. Then MOD(B) is a quasitopos, and its topos of coarse objects is equivalent to 
SHV([B) (the SET-valued sheaves on [B with respect o the canonical topology). It 
is shown in [8] that SHV(B) is equivalent to the category CMOD(B) of complete 
B-models, where a [B-model X is complete if for all families {xi: i e I} £_X and 
pairwise disjoint {bi: ie I}  ~ [B, there exists yeX such that 5x(xi, y)>_bi for all 
ieL 
In [8] a general interpretation of first-order logic in quasitopoi is given, which 
varies from this usual interpretation of logic in topoi only in that predicates are in- 
terpreted as strong monomorphisms rather than arbitrary monomorphisms, and ex- 
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istential quantification is obtained using the epic/strong monic factorization. When 
this general interpretation is specialized to MOD(IB), one obtains the usual ogic for 
[B-valued models. Furthermore both the inclusion functor CMOD(IB)c-,MOD(B) 
and the completion functor (i.e., the sheafification functor) A :MOD(B)~ 
CMOD([B) preserve the first-order logic. 
For later reference we note some facts about epimorphisms, monomorphisms and 
strong monomorphisms in MOD([B). 
Proposition 2.5. Let f :  X - '  Y in MOD(B). 
(i) f is a monomorphism if and only i f  
ex(X)A~,x(X')AOy(f(x),f(x'))=~x(X,X' ) for all x,x'  eX.  
(ii) f is an epimorphism if and only i f  
er(y) = V ex(X)At~r(f(x),y) for  all ye  Y. [] 
xeg 
The strong subobject classifier £2 of MOD(B) is the B-model with domain IB and 
B-valued equality J given by J(b,c)=b~,c (where b~c is ( -bVc)A(bV-c )  in a 
Boolean algebra). If X is a B-model define a canonical classifying map (c.c.m.) to 
be a function 2 :X--*IB such that 2(x)<_e(x) for all xeX and ;t(x)AJ(x,x')<_,t(x') 
for all x ,x 'eX .  
Proposition 2.6. (i) I f  2 is a c.c.m., then ;t is admissible and so determines a 
MOD(B) morphism 2 : X--,f2. 
(ii) I f  we define Xa to be the ~3-model with domain X and B-valued equality t~a, 
where ~a(x,x')=2(x)A~x(x,x'), then the set'map idx gives a morphism Xa-~X 
which is the strong monomorphism classified by 2. 
(iii) Every strong monomorphism into X is of  the form Xa --*X for some c.c.m. 
2 onX.  
(iv) For f :  X~ Y an arbitrary MOD(IB) morphism, define ;t : Y~B by 
2(y)= V ex(x)At~r(f(x),y). 
xeg 
Then 2 is a c.c.m, on Y, the set map f :  X~Y yields a MOD(B) morphism 
f '"  X ~ Ya, and the epic/strong monic factorization o f f  is X f',  Ya ~ Y. 
Proof. This is proved in [8]. However it can also be proved in the spirit of Proposi- 
tion 2.4, and I indicate here how to obtain a c.c.m, from a strong monomorphism. 
It is not hard to show that a strong monomorphism in ~ is exactly a monomorphism 
in ~ which is closed in [B °p, SET] with respect o k. Temporarily write f2~ for the 
subobject classifier of [B°P, SET] (and retain I2 for the strong subobject classifier 
of ~). Then I2~(b)= {R: R is a sieve on b}. The topology k yields a map 
k: f2B ~f2 B given as follows: if R is a sieve on b, then kb(R) = {c<_b: [c]lqR covers 
c}, where [c] = {de B: d<_c}. 
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If 0 : Y-~I2~ is the classifying map in [B °p, SET] of a k-closed monomorphism, 
then k0 = k. Suppose y e Y0 and R = ¢~t,(Y), so R is a sieve on b. Set b0 = sup(R), so 
bo<b. Since k¢=k,  R= {c<_b: [c]CIR covers c}. Since [b0]NR covers R, boeR. 
Thus R is a principal ideal. That is, the classifying map of a closed monomorphism 
has only principal ideals in its image. So if we define 2 by 2(y)= Sup(C~b(y)) for 
ye Yb, then 2 contains all the information in ¢~. This ). corresponds to a c.c.m. 
2: Y-'}Q in .~. [] 
A proposition which simplifies some later calculations is the following. 
Proposition 2.7. Let X be complete, 2 a c.c.m, on X. Set Y= {xeX:  A(x) = 1}, and 
define the B-valued equafity 5r to be Ox restricted to Y. I f  Y is non-empty, then 
Y=Xa in MOD(iB). 
Proof. The set inclusion Y c_X may be verified to yield a MOD(B) morphism 
O: Y~X~. Choose y0 e Y. Given xeX,  set b=;t(x). Since X is complete there is 
yeX such that 5x(x,y)>b and 5x(Yo, y)> -b.  Now 2(y)>Sx(X,y)AA(x)=b, and 
2(y)>Sx(Yo, y)AA(yo)=-b. Thus 2(y)= 1, so ye  Y. Define a map q/ :X~Y by 
setting ¢t(x)=y. Then ¢t is a MOD(B) morphism inverse to ¢~. [] 
The Booleanness of [13 is needed for this result. 
The local presentability of MOD(B). One would expect properties of [13 to be 
reflected in properties of MOD([B), and a result of this sort follows. 
Definition 2.8. Let X be a cardinal. [t3 has the K-chain condition if every subset A 
of [13 with the property that for all b, c e A, if b =~ c then b ^  c = 0, is of cardinality 
less than r.  [] 
Lemma 2.9. Let J be a filtered category and F :  J--* MOD(B) a functor. The colimit 
o f f  is a B-model which may be described as follows. The domain is UjesF(j)  
(disjoint union). Let xeF( j ) ,  x" eF(j'). Consider arrows a,a" in J as shown. 
J 
k 
j ,  
The B-valued equality ~ for the colimit is given by 
¢~(X, X') = V OF(k)(F(ot)(x),F(a')(X')) AeF(j)(X) AeF(j,)(X'). 
k,a,a' 
The arrows in the colimiting cone are the inclusions F(j) C_ Uje3 F(j). 
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Proof. This may be shown from the usual description of colimits by coproducts and 
coequalizers, using the descriptions in Section 5 of [8] of coproducts and co. 
equalizers in MOD({B). [] 
Theorem 2.10. Let x be a regular cardinal. MOD({B) is locally x-presentable if and 
only i f  {B has the x-chain condition. 
Proof. We refer to [4] for details of the notion 'locally x-presentable'; a category 
A is locally x-presentable if it is cocomplete and has a strong generating set G ~ tt 
such that for each Z e G the functor hom(Z, - )  preserves x-filtered colimits. To 
say that G is a strong generating set is to say that G is a generating set and that 
a map f :X - -+Y  in A is an isomorphism if and only if for each ZeG, 
A(Z,f)  : A(Z, X)~A(Z,  Y) is an isomorphism. 
I. Suppose that [13 has the x-chain condition. For b ~ 113 let Z b be the B-model 
({*},~b), where ~b(,,*)=b. Set G={Zb: b~{B}. Z b corresponds to the represen. 
table presheaf hom(- ,  b) : I]3 °p ~ SET. Since the representable presheaves form a 
strong generating set for [B °p, SET], it follows that G is a strong generating set for 
MOD({B). 
We show that each hom(Z b, -) preserves x-filtered colimits. Let J be a x-filtered 
category and suppose that F: J --,MOD(IB). By Lemma 2.9 the colimit of F can be 
described as having domain ~Jj~jF(j) and {B-valued equality d, where if x~F(j) 
and x'~F(j') then 
V 
k,a,a" 
where a :j--+k and a ' : j ' -~k  in J. Now, since [13 has the x-chain condition, there is 
a subset A c_ {B with card(A) < x such that ~(x, x')  = VA. That is, only a set of arrows 
in J of cardinality less than x need to considered in forming the supremum. Since 
J is x-filtered, it then follows that there is a single element le J  and arrows fl :j-+l, 
fl': j'--, l in J such that 
(I) d(X,X')=dF(I)(F(fl)(x),F(fl')(X'))AeF(j)(X)AeF(j,)(X). 
If X is any {B-model, then hom(Zb, X) is {xeX:  ex(X)>_b}/-,  where x-x '  if and 
only if t~x(x, x ' )>  b. From this fact and (1) it may be rather tediously calculated 
that 
hom(Zb, colimj (Fj ) ) = colimj hom( Z b , F( j ) ). 
That is hom(Zb, - )  preserves x-filtered colimits. 
II. Suppose 113 does not have the x-chain condition. Then there is an increasing 
sequence <ci)i<, of elements of 113 such that V i ci = 1, but  each ci :~ 1. Let :I be r 
regarded as a category, and let P be the category Po-~oP~ (two parallel arrows). 
Define a functor F :  P x J  ~MOD({B) as follows. F(Po,j) = 1 for j<x .  F(PI,J) is 
the B-model with a two-element domain {x,y} and {B-vaiued equality d, where 
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tj(x)=ej(y)=l and 5j(x,y)=cj. F(u,j) is the map lo{x,y} given by *~x (where 
is{,}) ,  and F(o,j) is the map l---,{x,y} given by ,~y .  So we have the diagram 
F(u,j) 
F(Po,j)= 1 i F(PI,j). 
Fto, j) 
Write Ej for the equalizer of F(u,j) and F(o,j); Ej has domain {.} with e(.)=cj.  
We may write Ej = l impF(P,j). To complete the definition pf F, suppose that j<k  
in r and let a be the arrow a : j~k  in J. F(Po, a) is just the isomorphism 1___- 1; we 
define F(PI,a):F(PI,J)--'F(P~, k) to be the function which is the identity on the 
domain {x, y}. We have the diagram 
Ej , F(Po, j )= 1 , ' F(PI,j) 
~1[ ]F(Po, ct) IF(PI, a) 
Ek , F(P o, k) = 1 ~ F(P l , k) 
Evidently colimi F(P 0, i )= 1 (where i ranges over the ordinals less than x). It may 
be verified using Lemma 2.9 that colimi F(P1, i) = 1 also; thus limpcolimi F(P, i)= 1. 
However, if we calculate colimiEi according to Lemma 2.9, we see that colimiEi 
may be described as having elements {ui: i<x} and B-valued equality 5, where 
t(ui)=ci and if i< j  then 5(ui, uj)=ci. There is no map l~colimiEi, so 
lim e colimi F(P, i) ~ colimilimp F(P, i). 
Now, if MOD(B) is locally x-presentable, then finite limits and x-filtered colimits 
commute. Hence, MOD(B) is not locally x-presentable. [] 
We make use of this proof near the end of the paper. 
Complete subaigebras of B. To say that B' is a complete subalgebra of B is to say 
that B' c_ B, B' is a subalgebra of B in the usual sense, and if A c_ B' then VA e B' 
(where VA is calculated in B). If B' is a complete subalgehra of B, then any B'- 
model is trivially also a B-model; indeed, there is an evident fully faithful functor 
I: MOD(B')~MOD(B). 
Proposition 2.11. I has both adjoints, and preserves the first-order logic. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.12 of [8]. [] 
In particular if B'=2 we find, since MOD(2)=SET, that there is a functor 
I:SET~MOD(B) which has both adjoints and preserves the logic. 
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3. Boolean-valued models of set theory 
In this section we give a category object in MOD(B) which is intended as a 
'translation' of the Boolean-valued model V (8) of set theory. We will treat V t~) as 
a 'black box' supplied by the set theorists, and will not delve too closely into its 
workings here. 
To begin with, we have to resolve a size problem. We will take V to be a Grothen. 
dieck universe, so V is an object of SET. The least ordinal not in V will be called 
On, and the category derived from V will be called Set (so we have a large category 
SET and a small category Set.) Take B to be a complete Boolean algebra which is 
an element of V. The definition of V t~) is as follows. For a e On, define V~ t~) by 
induction on a: 
Va (B) = 9, 
V~B)= {u e V: u is a function, ran(u)c_ B and there is 
# < a such that dom(u) _c V/~ B) }. 
For u, o e V (B) define lu e o] e B and [u = oi e B thus: 
Uueo¿= V o(y) v [u=y| ,  
x e dom(u) 
~u=vl= A (u(x)~ixeoDA A (v (y )~ iyeuD.  
x e dora(u) y e dom(v) 
(When this is untangled it can be seen as a definition by induction.) We note that 
there is an embedding of the universe V of ordinary sets into V(B): if x e V, we 
define :~e V (~) by e-induction as follows: ~'--{(.P, 1 ) :yex} .  More details on V (~J 
can be found in [1] or [9]. 
V (B), together with [u e v] and [u = v], is a B-valued model; a sentence ¢~ receives, 
when interpreted in V (~), a truth-value [¢! which is an element of B. The language 
V (B) interprets has the two binary predicates e and =. This language is the 
language of set theory, and it is the case that V (~) is a model of Zermelo-Fraenkel 
(ZF) set theory, including the axiom of choice: if ¢ is any theorem of ZF, then 
a¢] = 1. For proofs see [1] or [9]. Since MOD(B) is intended to be the category of 
all B-valued models, we should be able to see V (B) as a B-model in the sense of 
Definition 2.1, and indeed if we define 6" V (B) X V (~)--,B by setting 
6(u, v)= [u = v], then (V (~), 6> is a B-model. We will refer to this B-model simply 
as V (B), suppressing mention of 6. Note that for each x e V (~), e(x)= 1. 
Proposition 3.1. V (~) is complete, that is, an object in CMOD(B). 
Proof. It is shown in [9] that V (~) is complete according to the definition given 
after Proposition 2.4, which is the same as the definition of 'complete' given in 
[91. [] 
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We wish to consider the e-relation on V ¢e) in the context of MOD(B). To this 
end define 2: V(~)× V(B)--',B by setting 2 (x, y) = [x e y]. Then 2 is a canonical 
classifying map (as in Section 2). If we let A be the corresponding strong subobject 
of V(~)x V(B), we may specify A as having domain the set V<~)x V (~) and B- 
valued equality fi, where 
5(<x, y), <x', y')) = Ix = x'D A [Y =Y'] A Ix e y]. 
However, according to Proposition 2.7, we may replace A by the isomorphic object 
A = {(x, y) e V(B)X V(B): [xey]  = 1} 
with B-valued equality that restricted from V(B) x V (B). Since A is a strong subob- 
ject of a complete B-model (i.e. a sheaf), A is also complete. Thus both A and V (B) 
are in CMOD(B), and we will work in CMOD(B) until further notice. 
If we have an ordinary (2-valued) model M of set theory, there is a standard pro- 
cedure for turning it into a category: the category has M as its set of objects and 
the set 
{ fe  M: M ~" f  is a function" } 
as its set of arrows. This procedure can be applied to a model of set theory in any 
topos, not just SET, and we will apply it to (V (B), A) in CMOD(B). That is, we 
will construct an internal category g in CMOD([B). 
To give an internal category g is to give two objects E0 and El and morphisms 
do, dl : E1 --*Eo, i : Eo --*El and m : El xe  0 El ~E l ,  where do and dl are the domain 
and codomain operators, i is the operator which creates identity arrows and m is 
composition of arrows. Here we take E0 to be V (B). El is the strong subobject of 
V(~)x V(B)x V (B) given by the c.c.m, g :  V(B)x V(B)x V(~)--,B, where 
it(x, f y) = [ f  is a function from x to y]. 
Acccording to Proposition 2.7 an equivalent definition of E~ is 
E 1 = {(x, fy )  :x,f, ye  V (~) and [ f :x~y]  =1}. 
The morphisms do and dl are just the projections taking respectively (x,.f,y) to x 
and (x, fy )  to y. To obtain the morphisms i and m we use the following fact. 
Proposition 3.2. I f  (~tl y)qb(x, y) is true in a topos, then there is a morphism g: X--* Y 
such that O(x,g(x)) is true. [] 
For the morphism i we observe that 
V (~) ~(Vx)(~tlu) (u is the identity function on x). 
Proposition 3.2 then yields a morphism i :Eo-- 'El ,  which we may consider as the 
morphism taking x e Eo to idx, where idx is what V (B) thinks is the identity function 
on x. Similarly, we have that 
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V (~) ~ (Vx, f, y, x ; f ;  y ' ) ( f :  x~y and f ' : x '~y ' )  
and f , f '  are composable = (~/!g)(g: x~y '  
and g is the composite of f and f ' ) .  
Proposition 3.2 then yields a morphism m : El xE0 El "*El- I claim that E o and El, 
equipped with the morphisms d 0, dl, i and m, constitute a category ~o in CMOD(B). 
Indeed the proof of this simply amounts to seeing that assertions like i o do_--ide0 
correspond to theorems of ZF, which thus hold in V (a). 
In fact, 6~ is considerably more than a mere internal category: CMOD(iB) thinks 
that d ° is a Boolean two-valued (elementary) topos with a natural numbers object 
and with the axiom of choice. CMOD(IB) thinks all this essentially because the cor- 
responding set-theoretical statements hold in V (a). However we will consider each 
statement separately. 
First we see why CMOD(03) thinks that d ° has finite limits. We begin with the ter. 
minal object. According to Freyd [3, p. 4] the presence of a terminal object may 
be expressed by saying that "there is an object T in Eo" (that is a map T: 1--,E0) 
together with an 'operator' (that is map in CMOD([B)) r: Eo-'El such that 
"do(r(A))=A for all A in Eo" (that is d0o r=idEo), "dl(r(A))= T for all A in E0" 
(that is the triangle below commutes), 
r dt 
E 0 ,E ,  'E0 
"r (T)  is the identity on T"  and "for any arrow f :  A~B in El, A f ,B r(B), T-- 
r(A)" (which can be similarly expressed as diagrams in CMOD(IB)). Now it is 
a theorem of ZF that (Y!x)(x= {0}), and Proposition 3.2 thus yields a mor- 
phism T: l~Eo in CMOD(IB). Again it is a theorem of ZF that (Vx)(~t!y)(y= 
(x, x x {0}, {0} )), and this yields a morphism r:  E0--'El. The various diagrammatic 
conditions on T and r hold in CMOD(IB) because the theorems of ZF which assert 
that {t~} is a terminal object hold in V t~). Thus CMOD(IB) thinks that 6" has a ter- 
minal object. The diagrammatic expression for the notion of terminal object shows 
(in Freyd's terminology) that the notion of terminal object is essentially algebraic. 
Freyd also shows that the notion of binary product and the notion of equalizer are 
essentially algebraic, and the fact that all the theorems of ZF hold in V (e) enables 
us to construct the various morphisms needed (via Proposition 3.2) and also to see 
that the required diagrammatic conditions hold. 
The other axioms for a topos are cartesian closedness and the existence of a 
subobject classifer. Freyd shows that both of these are essentially algebraic [3, P. 
5 and p. 467], so the fact that the appropriate theorems of ZF hold in V (¢) shows 
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that CMOD(B) thinks ~" is a topos. The existence of a natural numbers object is also 
essentially algebraic, as Freyd proves [3, p. 64] that to specify a natural numbers 
object it suffices to give 1 ~°N s ,N  such that (o): 1 +N--*N is an isomorphism 
and the coequalizer of id,v and s is 1. Since finite colimits can be described in an 
essentially algebraic fashion, Freyd's condition for a natural numbers object is also 
essentiallY algebraic. 
Two-valuedness i  not essentially algebraic, but can be expressed as a statement 
in the first-order language of category theory as follows: "the maps true : 1 ~£2 and 
false: 1 ~Q are distinct and every map 1 ~f2 is equal to either true or false". Again 
the corresponding theorem of ZF holds in V (~), and this ensures that CMOD([B) 
thinks that 6' is two-valued. 
Finally we consider the axiom of choice, in the form "epis split". (The axiom of 
choice implies Booleanness, so if CMOD(~B) thinks that d" satisfies the axiom of 
choice, then CMOD([B) will also think that ¢' is Boolean.) "Epis split" can be ex- 
pressed in the form "for all f ,  if f is epic, then there is a g such that fg = 1". This 
is a statement in the first-order language of category theory corresponding to a 
theorem of ZF, and so (as with two-valuedness) CMOD(B) thinks that ~" satisfies 
the axiom of choice. However we can say a little more. Note that CMOD([B) is itself 
a topos with the axiom of choice. We have a proposition similar to Proposition 3.2. 
Proposition 3.3. In a topos with the axiom o f  choice, i f  (~ty)¢(x, y) holds, then there 
is a morphism w : X ~ Y in the topos such that ¢)(x, w(x)) is true. [] 
We apply this proposition to CMOD([B): take X to b the object of epis in ~, Y 
to be El, and ¢Kx, y) to be "x  o y-- 1". Then there is a morphism w: X-~ Y in 
CMOD([B) which can be considered as an operator assigning a splitting to each 
epimorphism in ~". Since the object of epis can be constructed essentially algebraical- 
ly, the assertion that d° satisfies the axiom of choice is essentially algebraic. (For the 
earlier essentially algebraic properties uch as finite limits, we were able to use Pro- 
position 3.2 because it is possible in ZF set theory to construct canonical finite pro- 
ducts, equalizers and so forth. However, splittings of epimorphisms are not usually 
canonical, so we need Proposition 3.3 to construct a splitting operator.) 
We have now established that CMOD([B) thinks ~' is a two-valued topos with a 
natural numbers object and satisfying the axiom of choice (hence also Boolean). 
However we wish at this stage to return to MOD(B). Since the inclusion functor 
CMOD(B)c, MOD(B) preserves the first-order logic, MOD(B) also thinks that d" is 
a two-valued topos with a natural numbers object and the axiom of choice. Thus 
~' is the category object in MOD(B) promised near the beginning of the section. I
claim (at least in this paper) that ~° is the correct translation of the Boolean-valued 
model V (~) into category theory. ~ is a Boolean-valued model of category theory, 
just as V (~) is a Boolean-valued model of set theory; thus the symmetry whose lack 
was noted in Section 1 is restored. 
Nothing in the foregoing explains why I have used MOD(B) rather than 
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CMOD(IB), and indeed if we just consider V (~) it doesn't matter which category we 
work in. However the situation changes if we consider in addition a complete 
subalgebra B' of B, and we spend the rest of the section on this. 
V ¢B') is a model of ZF just as V (a) is, and if we repeat he work above for V (e') 
we obtain g'  in CMOD(B') which CMOD(B') (and hence MOD(B')) thinks is a two. 
valued topos object with a natural numbers object and the axiom of choice. Accor. 
ding to Proposition 2.11, the inclusion of MOD(B') into MOD(B) preserves the 
logic. Thus g' is in MOD(B) and MOD(B) thinks g'  is a two-valued topos object 
with a natural numbers object and the axiom of choice. We note further that V (~') 
is included in V (a), and this inclusion gives rise to a morphism Fo :E~E o in 
MOD(B) (where E~ is the object of objects of go,). In fact the inclusion of V Ca') in 
V (~) is such that bounded quantifier formulas in the language of ZF with para. 
meters from V (~') have the same truth values in V (B') and in V 03) (see [1, p. 20]; 
a bounded quantifier formula is one where all the quantifiers can be written in the 
form (Vxea)  or (~Ixea)). In particular, if u, o e V (~'), then [u = o]~'= |u = o] ~, so 
the inclusion VtB')c_ V ~) does indeed yield a morphism in MOD(B). (Here the 
superscript IB' on the expression lu = ol ~' indicates that the value of the formula 
u = o is calculated in Vt~').) The inclusion V (~') c_ V tB) also gives rise to a morphism 
f l :E~-- 'El  in MOD(IB). To see this we note that if (x, fy )eE l ,  so |f:x--,y]~'---1, 
then since the expression " f  is a function from x to y"  is bounded quantifier (which 
takes a little checking) we have I f :  x- 'Y l  ~ = 1, so (x , f  y) eEl .  I claim that the two 
morphisms F0 and FI together make up what MOD(B) thinks is a functor F :  g' ~ g. 
This is straightforward to check, and I omit the details. (For composition one uses 
the fact that "h is the composite of f and g" is a bounded quantifier formula.) 
Proposition 3.4. F o and F1 are both moni¢. Hence MOD(IB) thinks F is faithful. 
Proof. The fact that F0 and Fl are monic follows from Proposition 2.5. Since FI 
is monic, the following diagram is a pullback 
E~ ' El 
t 
E xE[ p, ' E1 x El 
and thus the following holds in MOD(B) (where x; y are variables ranging over E~): 
F, (x) = FI ( y) = x=.v. 
From this it follows that 
(dom(x) - dom( y) ) A (codom(x) = codom( y) ) A (Fl (x) = Fl ( y) ) ~ x = y 
holds in MOD(B); that is, MOD(B) thinks FI is faithful. [] 
F! 
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proposition 3.5. MOD(B) thinks F preserves finite limits. 
Proof. Suppose Z, X, y E V @‘) The statement “z =x x y” is bounded quantifier, so . 
[z=Xxy]a’= (z=xxy]! 
lt follows from this that F commutes with the various operators which define 
‘binary product’ essentially algebraically (see [3, p. 4]), and thus F preserves finite 
products. Again the statement “z is the equalizer of f, g : x -+y” is bounded quan- 
tifier and it follows similarly that F preserves equalizers. Finally it is easy to see that 
F commutes with the operators defining ‘terminal object’. 0 
In general FO and F1 are not strong monomorphisms and MOD(B) does not 
think that F is full. 
Of particular interest is the case where 5’ = 2. Then MOD@‘) is just SET, and 
~(a’) is essentially the same as Set, so 8’ is really just the (external) category Set. 
F is what MOD(B) thinks is a functor from Set to E. 
Consider the effect of the functor hom(1, -): MOD(B)-+SET. This functor 
preserves all limits, and thus preserves essentially algebraic properties. So 
hom(1, 8) will be a topos with a natural numbers object, with the axiom of choice 
(according to the discussion after Proposition 3.3) and hence Boolean. In general 
horn& 6) will not be two-valued. The same comments apply to hom(1, 6”); since 
the notion of functor is essentially algebraic we obtain an (external) functor 
hom(l,F) : hom(1, 6”)-+hom(l, 6’). 
It is straightforward to work out hom( 1, 8). One obtains a category whose objects 
are equivalence classes of members of V (n) (where u and o are equivalent if 
[U = o] = 1) and whose arrows are equivalence classes of objects f such that [f is a 
function$ =1 (and again f and g are equivalent if if= g] = 1). This category is in fact 
equivalent to Shv(B) (see [S, p. 44]), where Shv(lB) is the Set-valued sheaves on IB 
with the canonical topology. If IB’= 2, then hom(1, 4”) is just Set, and hom(l,F) is 
the usual functor Set +Shv(IB). Thus Shv(E3) (the ‘usual’ category-theoretic transla- 
tion of Y(n)) is obtained as a ‘shadow’ or ‘projection’ of 6. We note that, as ex- 
pected from our analysis above, Shv(lB) = hom(1, 6’) is a Boolean-valued topos with 
a natural numbers object and the axiom of choice, but is in general not two-valued. 
If we work with CMOD(lB) instead of MOD@), we still obtain Shv(lE3) as 
hom(1, (;I”), but we do not obtain the functor Set+Shv(B). Working in CMOD(OB) 
amounts to replacing 8’ by its completion 116’ (where II is the completion functor 
of Section 2), and in the case lf3’= 2, hom(1, /1Q’) is not equivalent o Set. In fact, 
the set of objects of hom(l,/1&‘) is the set of all functions cy : Set + lE3 such that x#y 
implies a(x)~ar(y)=O and V {a(x): x~Set) = 1. Thus the objects of hom(l,/16”) are 
‘mixtures’ of different sets, weighted by elements of 5, and similarly the arrows of 
hom(1, Aa’) are mixtures of functions in Set. In conclusion, if we want to obtain 
kt-+Shv(lB) by applying hom(1, -) to F: 6’ 48 we have to work in MOD(B), not 
CMOD(lB). This is a consequence of the fact that SET is better embedded in 
MOD(B) than in CMOD(lB). 
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4. Some distributive laws 
This section is purely set-theoretic. Let [13 be a complete Boolean algebra; if cer- 
tain distributive laws hold in [13, then conclusions can be drawn about the behaviour 
of power sets in V (B). We collect here the results needed for the application to 
Easton's construction. In this section some familiarity with the models V (~) is 
assumed. 
Let x be a cardinal. A complete Boolean algebra 13 is said to be (x, 2)-distributive 
if for any double sequence (bai:a<x, i<2)  of elements of B, we have 
A V ba~ = V A bay(a). 
a<K i=0,  1 fE2  ~ a<x 
The following result can be found in [9, p. 57] or [1, p. 57]. 
Theorem 4.1. The following are equivalent. 
(i) B is (x,2)-distributive. 
(ii) [13 satisfies the restricted (x, 2)-distributive law, that is for each sequence of 
elements (ba: c t<x)  of  elements of  B, if  we set bao=ba and bal = -ba, then 
V A bay(a)= 1. 
f¢2  r a¢~: 
(iii) [g(g) = (:~(x))" ] = 1 in V (~), where .~ means "power set; and ~ is as defined 
in Section 3. [] 
This is to say that the (restricted) (x, 2)-distributivity of [I3 is equivalent to V (BI 
not introducing any new subsets of x apart from those already existing in V. We 
now generalize the restricted (x, 2)-distributive' law. 
Definition 4.2. Let 113 be a complete Boolean algebra, 113' a complete subalgebra of 
[13. 113 is (x, B')-distributive if the following holds. For each sequence <ba: a<x) of 
elements of [13, set bac = ba *~ c for c ~ I13'. Then 
V A bo.sta) =1. [] 
se  (~,)K a<r  
Theorem 4.3. Let f13' be a complete subalgebra of  B. I f  a ~ V (B') write ~'(a) for 
( ~(a)) V~B'~. The following are equivalent. 
(j) f13 is (x, B')-distributive. 
(ii) For any a ~ V (B') with card(dom(a))_< x, | ~'(a) = ~(a)] = 1. 
(iii) 1~'(~)= ~'(~)] = 1. 
Proof. Throughout 1~] means the value of ~ as calculated in V (~). 
(i)=(ii). If u e V (~), then P(u) is the element of V (~) with domain B dom(u) 
and values (~'(u))(o)=loc_u] for oedom(~(u)). Thus if aeV (B'), ~'(a)has 
domain (B') a°m(a) and values (~(a))(o) = lo c_ al (since the value of o c a is the same 
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whether calculated in I@‘) or in Y@), the expression “u c a” being bounded 
quantifier). We wish to show, under the assumption card(dom(a))c K, that 
[(t/o E Y(a))@ E S’(a))j = 1. This is equivalent o showing that for each 0 E [Bdom@), 
(1) 
It is not hard to show that 
10 = tg = A 0-m =$ Ix E m A (t(x) * lx E a), 
x E dam(a) 
~0, since t(x) = IX E tj A D(X) s ix E 01, we obtain 
(2) lo=t]2 x E dim Mx) * t(x))- 
Since card(dom(a)) I K, (K, B’)-distributivity gives us that 
V A (u(x) * t(x)) = 1, 
f E (B’)dom(a) x E dam(u) 
SO from (2) 
Thus 
Thus we have established (1) as required. 
(ii)* (iii). This is trivial. 
(iii) * (i). Suppose 1 S(lz) = S’(Z)] = 1. Let (b,: a < K) be a sequence of elements 
.of B, and for c E 5’ set b,,= b, w c. Define u E tr@) thus: dam(u) = dam(R); if 
NK, then u(&)= ba. As in the first part of the proof, 
=1 since 24 E lE3dom(z). 
Thus [u E S’(k)1 = 1, that is 
sc&fdom”’ ‘* =‘I =” 
Now IU=SJ=A a<K b,,(a), so the result just established gives 
Thus the (K, Q3’)-distributive law ho&. 0 
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The notion of (r, IB')-distributivity (which appears not to have been previously 
defined) is closely related to a sieve law introduced by Takeuti and Zaring [11, 
Chapter 23]. Let 03 be a complete Boolean algebra; Takeuti and Zaring make the 
following three definitions. 
(i) (b', {bk: keK})  is called a K-sieve if bk, beB and b '>0.  
(ii) Let ~3' be a complete subalgebra of B, and write i : B'--, B for the inclusion. 
Given a K-sieve (b', {bk :keK}) ,  an element b>0 of B is #-sifted by this sieve if 
b<_b' and for all keK,  i*(bAbk)Ab<bg (where i * :B -*B '  is defined by 
i#(c) = A {be ~3': c<b}). 
(iii) B satisfies the K-sieve law if there is some complete subalgebra B' of ~3 such 
that for every sieve (b; {bk: keK}> of elements of B there is an element of 
#-sifted by the sieve. 
It is not hard to show that B satisfies the K-sieve law for a particular ~3' if and 
only if D3 is (card(K), B')-distributive. 
The rest of the section is devoted to discussion of a particular situation in which 
the (x, B')-distributive law holds. We recall some concepts concerning partially 
ordered sets. A partially ordered set P is said to be fine (or refined) if for every 
p, q e P, if q-~p, then there is p '<  q such that p and p '  are incompatible (that is, 
there is no r such that r<p and r<p'). We may topologize a partially ordered set 
P by declaring that A ¢_ P is open if peA and q<p imply q cA .  We call this 
topology the order topology. The regular open sets in this topology form a complete 
Boolean algebra called the regular open algebra of P (written RO(P)). For peP,  
write Op = {q e P: q<p}. If P is fine, then the map p ~ Op is an embedding of P in- 
to RO(P) (see [1, p. 44]). 
¢ 
Def in i t ion 4.4. Let A be a cardinal. A partially ordered set P is said to be A-closed 
if for each ordinal a<2 and each descending a-sequence po>p~>...>pp> ... 
(fl < a) there is p e P such that p < p# for all fl < u. [] 
Before stating the result we are aiming for, we need one definition involving 
Boolean algebras: a subset A of a Boolean algebra B is called dense if for all 
be  B -{0}  there is ceA such that c<b. Henceforth we write [13" for I13-{0}. 
We now make an assumption which will be in force for the rest of this section. 
Assumpt ion  4.5. B is a complete Boolean algebra, x a cardinal. There is a fine 
t¢ +-closed partially ordered set P with a greatest element and a complete Boolean 
algebra Bl which has the x+-chain condition (see Definition 2.8) such that B= 
RO(B? x P). [] 
Our aim is to show that under this assumption 113 is (x, IB~)-distributive; the proof 
is a mixture of arguments from [10] and [11]. We first note that we may identify 
p e P with O<~,p> and c e B1 with O<c, 1>, where 1 is the greatest element of P. If we 
make these identifications, then O<c,p> becomes identified with cAp in B. The 
following lemma is straightforward. 
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Lemma 4.6. (i) {cAp: c~ 03~,peP} is dense in 03. 
(ii) I f  ceB~ and peP ,  then cAp~O.  
Off) cAp<_c'Ap" implies c<c'  and p<_p'. [] 
The next two lemmas are versions of Lemmas 12.1 and 10.5 of [10], and may be 
proved similarly. 
Lemma 4.'/. Let D be dense in 03 and open in the order topology on B. For each 
p e P there is q e P such that q <p and for  all c ~ 03~ there exists x e B~ such that x< c 
and xAq~D.  [] 
Lemma 4.8. For a < x let D a be dense in B and open in the order topology on 03. 
For each p ~ P there is q ~ P such that q < P and for  all b ~ B* and ct < x, i f  b < q 
then there exists xE B~ such that xAb , :O  and xAqeD~.  [] 
Theorem 4.9. Under Assumption 4.5, 03 is (~, Bl)-distributive. 
Proof (adapted from that of [11, Theorem 23.45]). Suppose that the (r, 031)- 
distributive law fails. Then there is a sequence (be: a<r )  of elements of 03 and 
c e IBm' and p e P such that 
(1) c Ap_< -- V /~ bas(e) 
s~B~ a<r 
(where by bas(e) we mean bac*s(a)). Set D~= {be 113": b<-ba or b_<-be}. Then De 
is dense in 03 and open in the order topology on B. By Lemma 4.8 there is q<_p such 
that 
(2) ( Vb e B*)( Ira < x)(b <_ q implies (Yx ~ B ~)(x ^  b #: 0 and x A q e D~)). 
Define s: x --* 03 by s(ct) = i ~ (q ^  c ^  ba), where i : 1131 - '  B is the inclusion, and i # is as 
in the definitions quoted above from Takeuti and Zaring. I will establish that for 
each a 
(3) c A q < baste). 
If (3) is true this contradicts (1) and so the theorem is proved. 
Certainly qAcAbe<s(a) ,  so qAc<ba=s(a) .  It remains to show that 
q h c ^  s(a) <_ b e. Suppose not, and set b = q A c A s(ot) A - ba (so b > 0). By (2) there is 
xeB~ such that xAb~O and either xAq<_ba or xAq<-be .  I fxAq<-be,  we find 
that xAb=O, which is impossible, so xAq<-b  e, i.e., xAqAbe=O.  It follows that 
xhi#(qAbD=O, so xAs(a)=O. But b<_s(a) and xAb:/=O. This contradiction 
establishes (3), which in turn establishes the theorem. [] 
S. An auxiliary quasitopos 
In this section an auxiliary quasitopos is constructed; this quasitopos will be used 
in the discussion of Easton's construction. 
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Easton's method can be described as the construction of V tB) when lB is 'large', 
that is, no longer an element of V. In order that a model of ZF be obtained, special 
conditions must be imposed on lB. The conditions we consider are listed in Section 
6, but among them are the following: for each a e On there is a complete Boolean 
algebra lBa e V such that 
(i) if a<B,  then lB is a complete subalgebra of IBB- 
(ii) lB is the completion of Uaeon lBa- 
(The completion can be obtained as lB = RO(Ua~o nlBa); see [11, Chapter 22]). 
Since lB is a complete Boolean algebra we may form MOI)(IB). Since each ~3 ais 
in V, we may form V (~) as in Section 3, and then V (~) is a (lB,-valued) model of 
ZF; following the procedure in Section 3 converts V t~) into a topos #(~)in 
MOD(IB). Again, if a < f le On, since lBa is a complete subalgebra of lBB we obtain 
what MOD(IB) thinks is a functor JaB from /o "(~) to do(#). So we have a sequence 
(E(ot))aeOn of categories in MOD(IB), and connecting functors between them. This 
makes it natural to pass to the functor category [On, MOi)(lB)] (where On is the par- 
tially ordered set On regarded as a category), since the d,(a) combine to make a 
category do'* in [On, MOD(IB)]. 
The category-theoretic 'translation' of Easton's construction will be 
Z: = colim~ do'(a), which is an object in MOD(IB). We wish to show that d r is a topos 
in MOD([B). This would be easy if ~'* were a topos in [On, MOD(IB)] and the functor 
colim : [On, MOD(IB)] ~MOI)(IB) preserved finite limits, since being a topos is essen- 
tially algebraic (as noted in Section 3), and a functor which preserves finite limits 
also preserves essentially algebraic properties. In fact d °* is not a topos in 
[On, MOi)(lB)] (the functors JaB not preserving exponentiation) and the funct0r 
colim : [On, MOD(IB)]-*MOD(IB) does not in general preserve finite limits. To get 
round this we construct a sub-quasitopos ~ bf [On, MOD(IB)]. It will turn out (with 
appropriate conditions on lB) that d °* is not only an object of W but a topos therein, 
and the functor col im:~ ~MOD(IB) does preserve finite limits. This section is 
devoted to ~; d °* is discussed in Section 6. 
We make the following notational conventions concerning [On, MOI)(IB)]. X and 
Y will be used for objects of [On, MOD(IB)]. If a e On we write X~ instead of X(a), 
and if ct<fl we write XaB : Xa ~X B instead of X(ot</~): X(ot)~X(fl). Similarly we 
write Ya instead of Y(a) and oap:Ya ~ YB instead of Y(a<]~): Y(a)--~Y(fl). If X is 
clear from the context, we write Ja and ea instead of 5x~ and ex~. 
We now define ~ to be the full subcategory of [On, MOD(B)] consisting of those 
X : On~MOD(IB) such that all the 2TaB are monic in MOD(B). We will use Proposi- 
tion 2.4 to derive properties of ~. 
We begin with the topos [On × IB°P, SET]. Let j be the topology on On°Px 
specified as follows: every sieve on (a, 0) (including the empty sieve) covers (a,0); 
otherwise there are only trivial covers. A functor F :  On × lB°P-~SET is a j-sheaf if 
and only if each set F(a, 0) has exactly one element. The topology k on On°Px 13 
is specified as follows. For (a, f l )eOn°Px  lB a cover is a sieve {(fli, bi): ie l}  o~ 
(a, b) such that Vi bi = b. (Note that this implies the empty cover covers (a, 0).) If 
F :  On x [Bop ~ SET define Fa : IB °p ~ SET by Fa(b) = F(ct, b). 
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Lemma 5.1. We write < for the order on On °p × ~, SO <Or, b) < <fl, c) i f  and only 
if a~f l  and b<c. Let F :Onx  [B°V~SET. 
(i) F is separated for k if and only i f  
(a) each F~ is a separated presheaf with respect o the canonical topology on 
~, and 
(b) for be [B and a, f leOn with a< fl, F((a,b) > (fl, b)): F(a,b)-~F(fl, b) is 
monic in SET. 
(ii) F is a k-sheaf if and only i f  
(a) each F~ is a sheaf with respect o the canonical topology on [B, and 
(b) for be  ~ and a, f leOn with a<_fl, F(<a,b)><fl, b)): F(a,b)--,F(fl, b) is an 
isomorphism in SET. [] 
Theorem 5.2. W is a quasitopos, and the topos of coarse objects of  ~ is equivalent 
to CMOD([B). 
Proof. According to Proposition 2.4 the collection of functors F :  On × [B °p ~SET 
which are j-sheaves and are separated for k form a quasitopos. Now F is a j-sheaf 
and is k-separated if and only if each Fa(0) has exactly one element, each F a is a 
separated presheaf and each F((a, b) > (fl, b)): F(a, b) ~F(]3, b) is monic. Proposi- 
tion 2.3 tells us that the conditions on F a are essentially the same as requiring that 
Fa be an object of MOD([B), so F corresponds to a functor X : On--, MOD([B), with 
Xa = F~. The condition that each F((a, b)> (fl, b)) be monic amounts to requiring 
that each XaB:Xa-*Xp be monic. Hence ~ is equivalent o the category of 
F :On× [B°P~SET which are j-sheaves and separated for k, and so W is a quasi- 
topos. 
Acording to Proposition 2.4 the coarse objects of ~ are the k-sheaves. By Lemma 
5.1 a k-sheaf corresponds to X : On--, MOD([B) such that each Xa is in CMOI)([B) 
and each Xaa is an isomorphism. Thus the Xa are all 'the same' and we can replace 
X by X0eCMOD([B). Thus the category of k-sheaves is equivalent to 
CMOD([B). [] 
We consider now the functor colim : ~ -,MOD([B). We will systematically use the 
notation X (light face) for the colimit of X (bold face), and the arrows in the co- 
limiting cone will be written xa :X  a ~X.  
Lemma 5.3. Let X e ~, X= colim(X). We have the following description for X. X 
has domain ~JaXa (disjoint union), and if xeXa  and x 'eXu,  then 
ax((X, x ' )  = ^ e.,(x')  ^  x.,B(x')), 
where fl >_ a, a' and the choice of fl is immaterial. Further the maps Za are the inclu- 
sions X a ¢_ X, and each Za is monic in MOD([B). 
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Proof. According to Lemma 2.9 we may take ~a X~ as the domain of X, and 
0x(X;x')= V 
fl-----a,a' 
However all the ;(a# are monic, so applying Proposition 2.5 gives the form of t~ x
in the statement of the lemma. The fact that the inclusions X a c_ X are monic als0 
follows from Proposition 2.5. [] 
Lemma 5.4. The functor colim" ~ ~MOD(~3)preserves binary products. 
Proof. Let X, Y e ~; set Z = X x ¥ in ~. Since W is a reflective subcategory of 
[On × B °p, SET] (by the proof of Proposition 2.4), products in ~ are the same as 
in [On x [B °p, SET]. It follows that Za = Xa x Ya. Write Z = colim Z in accordance 
with our convention. Then Z has domain ~a(Xax Ya) and if (x,y)¢Xa× Ya and 
(x', y ' )  ~ Xa, x Ya' then 
Oz ((x, y), (x" y'))  = ea(X ) A ea(Y) A e,c(x') ^ ea,(Y') 
AO~(Zay(x), Za,y(X'))AOy(Oay(Y), Oa'y(Y')), for any y>--a,a'. 
Write W=X× Y. Then W has domain (~aXa)×(U# Y#)=~a,#Xa× Y#. If 
(x, y) e W, say x e Xa and y e Y#, and (x', y ' )  ~ W, say x' e Xa, and y' e Y#,, then 
0w(<X, y), <x; y')) = Ox(X, x') A Or(Y, Y') 
= ca(x) ^  ea,(x') ^  eB(y) A ep,(y') 
A Jr(Xar(x), Xa,y(x')) A Jr(oar(Y), oB'r(Y')), for any y___ a, a', B, ft. 
There is an evident inclusion of sets 0 :Z~ W. Define a set map ~,: W--,Z as 
follows: given (x,y)e W, say with xeXa and y~ Y#, choose any ~,>_a, fl and set 
~((x,y))=(Zar(x),o#¢(y)). It may be checked that 0 and ~u are morphisms in 
MOD(IB) and further are inverse, so Z~_ W in MOD(IB). That is colim(X x Y)= 
colim(X) x colim(Y). [] 
Lemma 5.5. The functor colim • Y--*MOD([B) preserves equalizers. 
Proof. Suppose that f, g : X--} ¥ in ~. Form the equalizer m : Z ~ X say. Then for 
each a, m a : Z a ~-}Xa is the equalizer of fa, ga : Xa ~ Yet. Applying colim gives the 
diagram 
z m}x- -~y  
g 
in MOD(IB). Let E ~-~X be the equalizer in MOD(IB) of f and g; we wish to show 
that E= Z. Now Za has domain Xa, and 
(1) Jz.(x,x')=Ja(x,x')AJa(fa(x),ga(x)), 
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where ga is the [B-valued equality on X a. The colimit Z has domain ~a Xa, and 
if z e X~ and z' e X~, then 
(2) (z, z ' )  = ezo(Z) ^  (z ' )  ^   zp(X B(z), 
for any fl>-a,a', by Lemma 5.3. Using (1) and the fact that v~afa=fax~ enables 
(2) to be converted to 
(3) gz(Z, Z') = ea(Z) A ea'(z') A tSa(fa(z), ga(z)) 
A ~a'(fa'(Z'), g~,tz')) Ag#(Xa#(Z), Xa'#(Z')). 
We now calculate E. E also has been domain ~ X~, and if z e Z a and z'e X~, then 
(4) ~E(Z,Z')=t~x(Z,Z')AgY(f(z),g(z))A~Y(f(z'),g(z')) 
= ea(Z) A ea'(Z') A gB(Xaa(Z), X~'/3(Z')) 
A ea(fa(z)) A ea(gce(Z)) A d;a(fa(z), ga(z)) 
^ ^ ^ 
It is not hard to show that (3) and (4) have equal right hand sides. So E= Z, and 
colim preserves equalizers. [] 
Theorem 5.6. Thefunctor colim : J ~ MOD([B)preserves finite limits and arbitrary 
colimits. 
Proof. The diagonal functor A : MOD(IB) ~ [On, MOD([B)] lands in ~ and colim is 
left adjoint to A. Thus colim preserves arbitrary colimits. It is trivial to see that 
colim preserves the terminal object, and colim preserves binary products by Lemma 
5.4 and equalizers by Lemma 5.5. [] 
Let us write r /x :X- - 'dX for the unit of the adjunction colim-~d. Then 
(ex)a:Xa--'(dX)a is the map z~:Xa~X.  
Proposition 5.7. (i) r/x is a bimorphism (i.e. both epic and monic) in ~. 
(ii) The functor colim : .~ ~ MOD([B)/s faithful. 
(iii) f: X~Y is epic in ~ i f  and only i f  the colimit f : X ~ y is epic in MOD([B). 
Proof. Since each Za is monic (Lemma 5.3) the unit qx is monic, and this implies 
that the left adjoint colim is faithful. If f :X -~ Y is epic, then f= colim(f) is epic 
because colim preserves colimits; the other half of (iii) follows from the fact that 
colim is faithful. Finally, since the colimit of r/x is the identity map idx, it follows 
from (iii) that qx is epic in Q. [] 
We need to look at epic/strong monic factorization in ~, so we next consider 
strong monomorphisms in ~. If X ~,  an extended canonical classifying map 
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(e.c.c.m.) A on X is a family of functions 2~ :X  a-* [13 satisfying 
(i) Aa(x)AJa(x,x')<-Aa(x') for x,x" ~X a, 
(ii) ea(x) A J.#Xa#(X) = Za(X ) for x E X~ and fl > a. 
(Observe that each 2a is a c.c.m.) We note that the strong subobject classifier of a 
quasitopos is the same as the subobject classifier of the topos of coarse objects of 
the quasitopos, and hence (from Theorem 5.2) the strong subobject classifier ~ of 
,.e is given by (t2)a=D for each aeOn (where #2 is the strong subobject classifier 
of MOD([B), i.e. the subobject classifier of CMOD(B)). So an e.c.c.m, on X is 
actually a map X -*g2 in ~. It is not hard to show that the e.c.c.m.'s on X are exactly 
the classifying maps of strong monomorphisms into X in ~. (One can proceed 'in 
the spirit of Proposition 2.4', as indicated for Proposition 2.6.) We may use 
e.c.c.m.'s to describe the epic/strong monic factorization in W. 
Proposition 5.8. Let f :X -*  Y be a morphism & ~. For y ~ Y~ define 
~.a(Y)=e~(Y)A V V e#(X)AJB(f#(x),o~B(y)). 
#~_,~ x ~ X~ 
Define Z thus: Za has the same domain as Ya and Jz~(y,y')=2~(y)AJr~(y,y').  
Then Z is a strong subobject o f  Y. I f  e : X -* Z is the same set map as f, then e is 
an epimorphism in 2. Thus X e Z ~ Y is the epic~strong monic factorization of 
f: X-*Y. 
Proof. We have to check that A is an e.c.c.m. (so Z is the strong subobject of X 
corresponding to A), that e is a morphism in ~ and that e is epic. None of these 
is difficult; to show e epic Proposition 5.7(iii) may be used. [] 
We close this section by considering the interpretation of logic in ~. Since '~ is 
a quasitopos this is an instance of the general interpretation of logic in quasitopoi 
considered in [8]. Operations and terms are interpreted as morphisms, in the usual 
fashion for the interpretation of logic in categories (as described for instance in [7]). 
Predicates are interpreted as strong monomorphisms (or equivalently by their classi- 
fying maps). The propositional logic may be interpreted using I2 (described before 
Proposition 5.8); for example to interpret A we use the map ^  : ~2 x t2 -* 12, where 
^ is given by (A)a = A : £2 X #2 -* £2 for a e On. We may similarly interpret v, 4,  T 
and 3_. It remains to interpret the predicate logic, and since '.~ is a Boolean 
quasitopos (as defined in Section 4 of [8]) we need only consider 3. In fact we con- 
sider "3  along a morphism": if f :  X-*Y in W and ¥ :  X-*Q, then it is not hard 
to see (using Proposition 5.8) that (3f¥):Y--*D is given by 
(3dP)a = V V e#(x)AW#(x)AJ#(f#(x),oa#(#)) 
#~ax~Xp 
for Ye  Ya. 
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We introduce a notation which will be used in the next section. Let M be an inter- 
pretation of a first-order theory and let ¢~ be a formula. Then ¢~ has an interpretation 
M(¢) : X--, ~2, for some object X e ,.e. For a e On and x e X a we write [¢~(x)Ba for 
(M(~))a(x). We treat D~(x)] a as though it were an element of 03, though in fact this 
is not quite the case: (M(C0)a: X a--, f2 is an equivalence class of admissible func- 
tions Xu ~ 03 rather than a single such function. 
proposition 5.9. Let tp(x, y) be a formula. Then 
(i) B(~tx)qb(x, y)] = V V eB(x) ^  [0(x, oa~(y))]~. 
#>_c~ x e Xp 
(ii) U(Vx)O(x,y)]= V V ep(x)~[C)(x, oa~(y))g~. 
Proof. Part (i) follows from the description above of "aw along a morphism", where 
the morphism is the projection X × Y~¥.  Part (ii) uses the expression of Vas ~ ~/-~ 
in a Boolean quasitopos. [] 
Theorem 5.10. The functor colim : ~-,MOD(03) preserves the logic. 
Proof. The functor colim takes 12 to I2; that is colim preserves the strong subobject 
classifier. Since colim takes A to A, and so forth, the propositional logic is preserv- 
ed. From Theorem 5.6 colim preserves epic/strong monic factorizations, and so ~/ 
is preserved. Finally since ~ is a Boolean quasitopos and ~ and ~/are preserved, 
g is also preserved. [] 
Easton's construction 
In this section we see how Easton's construction appears from the point of view 
of MOD(03). We use the results of Sections 3, 4 and 5. 
Easton's original construction [2] (see also [10l) was a forcing construction, and 
was invented to explore alternatives to the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis: for 
example Easton's method shows that "for all regular cardinals x, 2K=x ÷+''  is 
consistent with ZF. An account of Easton's method using the models V (~) is given 
by Takeuti and Zaring [11], and we use their account in this section. We give first 
an 'abstract' account in terms of conditions on a Boolean algebra, and treat 
Easton's pecific construction at the end of the section. 
As noted in Section 5, Easton's method can be described as the construction of 
V (B) when 03 is not an element of V. (Consistency results like the one quoted above 
are not obtainable using V (e) with [13 e V.) Special conditions on 03 are needed, and 
we impose the following. Recall that On is the set of ordinals in V. 
Conditions 6.1. For each a e On there is a complete Boolean algebra 03~ e V and a 
cardinal Xa (also in V) such that the following hold. 
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(i) If a < fl, then B is a complete subalgebra of [B B. 
(ii) If tr < fl, then x~_< xp. 
(iii) If ;t is any cardinal in V, there is a e On such that x a > 2. 
(iv) If a<f l ,  there is a partially ordered set P in V such that 
(a) P is fine, 
(b) P is x +-closed, 
(c) []3 a has the x +-chain condition, 
(d) [BB~RO(IB*×P ).
[13 is the completion of Uaeon IBa, that is I]3 = RO(([.Jaeon IBa)* ). [] 
Since [13 is a complete Boolean algebra, we may form MOD([13). As noted in Sec- 
tion 5, each V ~)  yields a topos ~'ta) in MOD([]3), and if a</ / there  is a functor 
ja .  Z, ta)._, ~CP) in MOD(IB). Furthermore the Z, ta) (and the Jap) combine to yield a 
category ~'* in [On, MOD(IB)]. 
Proposition 6.2. ~* is in 3, and ~ thinks that ~* is a category with finite limits. 
Proof. Each ~,<a) is a category with finite limits in MOD(IB) and according to Pro- 
position 3.5, MOD([13) thinks each Ja/~ preserves finite limits. So [On, MOD(B)] 
thinks that d* is a category with finite limits. Now JaB is made up of two mor- 
phisms (J~)o'~'o ta)~ ~B) and ( J~) l"  ~J~a)~ ,~) (morphisms on the object of ob. 
jects and object of arrows respectively). From Proposition 3.4 both (JAB)0 and 
(Jaa)l are monic, so from Theorem 5.2 /;'* is in W. Since ~ is a reflective sub- 
category of [On, MOD([B)], limits, and hence essentially algebraic oncepts, are the 
same in '~ as in [On, MOD(IB)], so W thinks d"* is a category with finite limits. [] 
We wish to show that ~ thinks d'* is an (elementary) topos. To do this we use 
the description of the notion of topos in terms of "power objects" (see for example 
[13]; we use the terminology of that paper). Let A and B be objects in a category. A
relation (u, o) " A --,B is a pair of morphisms A ~ U-x  o , B such that (u, o) " X ~A xB 
is monic. Relations (u, o) and (u', o') are equivalent if there is an isomorphism z such 
that u'=uz and o'=oz; we write (u,o)=(u',o'). If f :A~B is a morphism and 
(u, o)" B ~ C is a relation, the composite (u, o) o f :  A ~ C is defined as (u', of'), where 
y, 
IL 
f 
is a pullback. A category has power objects if for each object A there is an object 
.c~A and a relation ~A " .~A--*A with the property that every relation (u, o ) :X~A 
has a unique factorization (u, v)= eA of, where f :  X~ ~A. A topos may be char~ 
acterized as a category with finite limits and power objects. 
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The main point of Conditions 6.1 is as follows. Suppose we are given a e On and 
A e V ~°). Let 2 =card(dom(A)), and f l>a  be sufficiently large so that xB_>2. 
conditions 6.1(iv) together with Theorem 4.9 imply that if y>__fl, then IB?, is 
(to#, [t3#)-distributive. From Theorem 4.3 then the power set o f  A is the same 
whether calculated in V (Ba) or V (~). Generally, if ,8 > a, then the power set of A is 
bigger when calculated in V ~B) than it is when calculated in V ~z~). However, we 
have just seen that if we increase ,8 enough, there comes a point where further in- 
creases do not increase the size of the power set of A. We may say that the power 
set of A stabilizes. Now according to Proposition 5.9, in the interpretation of logic 
in ~ the truth of an existential statement depends on what happens for high values 
of ft. So if the power set of A stabilizes for high enough ,8, it should be the case 
that ~ thinks the power object of A exists in Z"*. We now consider this in detail. 
Theorem 6.3. W thinks that ~"* is a topos. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 6.2 it suffices to show that ~ thinks Z'* has power 
objects. We may write the condition for power objects as 
(,) (V objects A)(H object yCA)(~t relation eA >--' .~¢A ×A) 
( V relations R ~ X × A)(3. ! f :  X ~/¢A)(R -- G A o f ) .  
The formula (,) is a formula with no free variables, so according to our interpreta- 
tion of logic it is interpreted as a strong subobject of 1 in y.  We wish to show that 
it is interpreted as 1 >-, 1, that is (,) is true in 'd, 
We analyse the formula (,), starting from the outside. Temporarily write (,) as 
(V objects A)(C)I(A)). Then by Proposition 5.9 
l(*)i~ = A A (ep(A)~[$1(A)l/~), 
B_>~ A e to ~) 
where e# is the e of ~'~). However according to Section 3, e#(A) = 1 for all A G ~0 (t~) 
(and the same is true of Z,~B) if we use Proposition 2.7). Thus we may omit terms 
like ep(A) from our calculations. Hence 
(1) 0(*)B~-- A A [~l(A)]/~. 
Since we want [(,)|a to be 1, we need to show that for each fl and each A ~ Z'~ B), 
I~,~(A)IB = 1. 
We may write $1(A) as 
(3" object B)(3" object C)(3" arrow m) $2(A, B, C, m) 
where B is what is written as .fCA in (,), C is SA, and m is the morphism 
e A ~/eA x A. Then 
(2) |Oh (A)IB = V V V V V V [¢~2(A, B, (7, m)iy. 
y> y' Be ¢o ~r) y'-> y" Ce ¢o ~r'~ y">,8 m e d'~ y') 
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Now, given fl and A ~ ~0 t#)= V t~È), choose y sufficiently large so that :CA stabilizes 
at y in the sense described above, that is, if 5>7,  then (.~'A)g~'=(:¢a) ';~' and 
choose the corresponding e,4 and m from Z'(r)= V (~) (where m" •Ar-*;~°A xA). 
(It is shown in [1, p. 25] that if [fix ~U(x)] = 1 in V t~'), then there is u e V (~) such 
that [gt(u)] = 1. So we may choose actual elements •A and m.) To simplify the 
notation we henceforth write q~z(A, .~¢A) instead of ¢~2(A, :CA, •A, m). 
We next analyse ~2. Write ~2 as 
(F'R)(R>--*XxA is a relation ~ q~3(R, X,A, :~A)). 
Then 
(3) ~¢2(A,,~A)I~ = A A [(R>--*X×A)=qb3(R,X,J~a(A),J~a(:CA))]a. 
(Again we have compressed the notation, as the "R • ~¢r)" under the infimum sign 
really refers to the two objects R and X and the arrow R>--*X×A.) 
Finally we analyse 03- We may write (P3(R, X, J,a(A), Jra(.~°A)) as 
(4) (.7!f : X ~ Jra( :~A))(R = Jya( • A) o f ) .  
Now it follows from Proposition 5.9 that if q/(x,y) is a formula, then in 
1(~!x)~,(x,y)l~= V V zB(x)Aa~,(x,o~p(y))J , 
~>_ct x e X~ 
A A A (~y(x') = ]~(x', oaB(y)) ~ oM(x) =x']~,). 
y>Bx'eXy 
That is, for (3!x)g/(x, y) to be true at level a, at some subsequent level ]~ there should 
be an x such that g/(x, y), and this x should be unique at all levels y >_ ]~. If we apply 
this to (4), we see that for (4) to be true at level 5, there should be ~_> 5 and f•  d(0 
such that f satisfies Jy¢(R)=Jy~(•A)of, and this f should be unique in ~,07) for all 
r/>~. Now power objects exist in d(*) and, since .~¢A stabilizes at ~'(Y), Jy,~(.~¢A)is 
the power object of A in ~' (a). So there is a unique f with the required property in 
~5' (~), and we may take ~ = ~. If we now move to r/> 5, since .~¢A has stabilized and 
J~  is a finite-limit preserving functor, J*,1(f) will work in ~.01). That is, J,~,l(f)is 
"the unique f at level r/". All this establishes that (3) has value 1. We may now work 
backwards through (2) and (1), and conclude that '~ thinks ,~* has power objects. 
Thus d* is a topos in ~. [] 
It may be established in a similar fashion that d thinks ~'* is two-valued, has a 
natural numbers object and satisfies the axiom of choice. We consider these proper- 
ties in reverse order. For the axiom of choice we need to show that "epis split" 
holds, that is (V epis f ) ( J  splitting g) holds. However this is true in each ~'(~), and 
it is thus easy to see that it holds in d*. For the natural numbers object we may pro- 
ceed as follows. In ZF set theory the natural numbers object is co (the least infinite 
ordinal). Also the formula "x= co" is bounded quantifier (being equivalent to "x 
is a transitive set linearly ordered by • and every element of x has an immediate 
successor and every element of x except he least has an immediate predecessor". 
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ThuS not only does each d 't'~) have a natural numbers object, but also the 
jg#. ~ta)--,d"~B) preserve the natural numbers object. Hence d'* has a natural 
numbers object. Similarly each d "(a~ thinks there are exactly two maps 1--,I2, and 
these two maps are preserved by the JaB. So d'* is two-valued in '~. 
The construction of d'* in '~ was to enable the construction of a topos in 
MOD(B); to this end we apply the functor co l im:~MOD( IB) .  This functor 
preserves the first-order logic (by Theorem 5.10), so if we set dr=colim(~ '*)
(=colim~d'(~)), then dr" is a topos in MOD(B). Furthermore dr" is two-valued, with 
a natural numbers object and the axiom of choice. Z" is the translation of Easton's 
construction into the framework of this paper. 
From the point of view of forcing there is not a great deal of difference between 
V C~ when B is an element of V (as in Section 3) and V t~) when B is large, provided 
that the appropriate conditions are imposed on V. In both cases V (~) is a model of 
ZF, and once the basic work in setting up the models has been done, similar 
theorems can be proved in the two cases. This is reflected in MOD(B), where the 
,~ of Section 3 and the d r of the present section are two-valued topos objects with 
the axiom of choice and a natural numbers object. 
We consider what happens when we apply the functor horn(l, - )  : MOD(B)-,SET. 
Let ~" be the topos in MOD(B) derived from V (z). We noted in Section 3 that if 
Be V and d' is the topos in MOD(B) derived from V (~), then hom(1, d') is a 
Grothendieck topos, namely Shy(B), and the functor in MOD(B) from d"' to d' is 
transformed into the functor SET--Shy(B), which is the inverse image part of a 
geometric morphism and thus has a right adjoint. Suppose now that B ¢ V and we 
construct dr as in the present section; write ,~ for horn(l, dr). Then ,~ is an (elemen- 
tary) topos with a natural numbers object and the axiom of choice, but ,~- is not 
two-valued and is not a Grothendieck topos over SET. According to Lemma 5.3 ~r0 
(the object of objects of d r') has domain Uaeon VtB°) with Boolean-valued equality 
given as follows: if u~ V t~) and o~ V (~) and a<_fl, then ~5(u, o)= [u= o] ~. So 
5 has as set of objects U,~eon v(~) subject to the equivalence relation given by 
u-o  if Iu = oB ~p= 1 (for any fl such that u, oe Vte~))..~- has as many subobjects of 
1 as there are elements of Uaeon IBm, that is On many. So in .#- there are On many 
maps from 1 to the subobject classifier f2,-. There is a finite-limit preserving func- 
tor F :Set~J  which is the image of the functor d"'--,g" in MOD(B) under 
horn(l,-). If F had a right adjoint R, we would have J(1,I2~-)=Set(1,Rf2,-), 
which is impossible. Thus .~- is not a Grothendieck topos. So from the forcing point 
of view the fact that the embedding Set -, Shv(IB) has a right adjoint is irrelevant. 
Indeed from this point of view the right adjoint to Set--, Shy(B) seems to be an 
artefact arising from the poverty of SET as a methatheory compared with MOD(IB). 
We end the paper with a consideration of Easton's actual construction. We follow 
the account in [11], and as in [11] (and [2]) we assume that the Generalized Con- 
tinuum Hypothesis holds in V. 
Let K: On ~ On be such that 
(i) if a_<,8, then K(a)<_K(,8); 
(ii) cf(RKCa))> ~a- 
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Definition 6.4. Define a set P as follows. (Note that P is 'large', that is, not a 
member of V.) A set q is a member of P if and only if q e V and there is a sequence 
(qa : a ~ On) such that 
(i) qa =f× {a} where f is a partial function from l~ a × l~K(a) to 2; 
(ii) if 1~ u is singular, then qa= t;  
(iii) if ga is regular, then card(UB_<aqP)< ~a; 
(iv) q = Damon qa. 
Put an order on P by defining p < q if and only if p _~ q. Define 
Pa= {q e P: (Vfl>a)(q#=O)}, 
Aa= {q e P: (Vfl<_a)(qZ=O)} ; 
thenPaeVbutA~¢V.  [] 
It is shown in [11] that each P~ is fine and that if ~ is regular, then Pa has the 
~a+-chain condition. If a<fl, set Qa~ =A~t3Pp. It is straightforward to show that 
P~=Pa× Q~p and that Qap is fine and ~ a+ -closed. Let ~o~ be the ordinal such that 
~o~ is the ath regular cardinal (so ~o0=0, Q~=l , . . . ,p to=a~+l , . . . ) .  Set 
[Ba= RO(Po~) and set ra= l~r,. These definitions give a sequence (~3a:a~On) of 
complete Boolean algebras and a sequence (r, , :  a e On) of cardinals which 
together satisfy Conditions 6.1. Thus the theory of this section does have some ap- 
plication. The model of set theory produced from the construction just given 
satisfies 2~= ~r(a) if 1~ a is regular. 
In [11, p. 203] Takeuti and Zaring introduce what they call the set chain condition 
(s.c.c.). In our context his is the On-chain condition for B, that is the assertion that 
every subset of B consisting of pairwise incompatible lements has cardinality less 
than On. Takeuti and Zaring state that the algebra for Easton's construction 
satisfies the s.c.c. [11, p. 223]. Unfortunately this is not in general the case, as shown 
by the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.5. The s.c.c, fails for the set P of  Definition 6.4, provided that there 
are not cofinally many inaccessible cardinals in V. 
Proof. First suppose that there are no inaccessible cardinals in V. If ~, is a successor 
ordinal in On, define 
pr= {(0, 0, l, fl) :fl a successor ordinal, t<  y} U {0,0,0, ),)}. 
We need to check that Pv e P" The only problematical condition is (iii) of Defini- 
tion 6.4, that is if ~a is regular then.. ,~card(U# a(pr ja )< l~a. Now each (pr) B con- 
tains at most one element, so card(U#<a(pr) ~)_< card(a). Certainly, card(a)--- ~a 
for all a: if card(a)= I~ a and ~a is regular, then 1~ a is a weakly inaccessible cardinal 
(but since we have assumed the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis weakly ina¢" 
cessible cardinals and strongly inaccessible cardinals coincide). So, if there are no 
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inaccessibles in V, then pv e P. If y and y' are distinct successor ordinals, then py 
and Py' are incompatible; hence the s.c.c, fails for P. 
If there are inaccessibles in V, but not cofinally many, modify the construction 
of Py so that (py)a is empty if a is less than some inaccessible cardinal. The s.c.c. 
will still fail for P. [] 
It follows from this result that the s.c.c, also fails for B (since P is fine and dense 
in 03). If we now apply Theorem 2.10 to B, we see from the proof of that theorem 
that colim : [On, MOD(B)] ~ MOD(B) does not preserve qualizers. The failure of 
the s.c.c, has meant some extra work in Section 5. 
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